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Instructions for teachers and facilitators
As we all are very well aware about the fact that owing to the outbreak of Covid-19 virus
and pandemic, the schools were formally almost closed during the last two academic year and the
actual classroom teaching and learning could not take place. In the current academic year, however,
schools will restart regularly. During the last academic year, various efforts had been made by the
state government to impart education to the students through both online and offline modes.
As a part of this, the Revised Bridge Course was prepared by the State Council of Educational
Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune with the dual objective of revision of students’ study and
the pre-preparation of student to undergo the syllabus for the new academic year. It has been
decided to give the available bridge course to the students in a restructured form before the start of
the academic year 2022-23.
The following are the detailed instructions for teachers and facilitators in this regard.
1. The bridge course in the restructured format has a total duration of 30 days.
2. Restructured Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) is based on previous syllabus and is a link between
previous syllabus and current syllabus.
3. Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) has been prepared in a reorganized form, class wise. It deals with
the learning outcomes and basic competencies prescribed in the previous class textbook and based
on the components of the textbook.
4. This restructured and reorganized Bridge Course includes component and sub-component wise
worksheets. The worksheets have been prepared keeping in view the study findings.
5. The structure of Bridge Course worksheet in restructured form is as follows
1 - Title of the unit,
2 - Learning Outcome- Exactly what the student is going to learn.
3 - Learning Activities / Learning Experience
4 - The Solved Activities
5 - Some Examples for Practice, Few questions / activities / exercises to be given to see
that students understand the concept or not.
6 - For a better and stronger understanding of the concept Complementary and parallel
activities

6. This course will be very important for the students to understand exactly what they have learned
in the previous academic year, to test it and for the students to understand the curriculum for the
next class.
7. Teachers and / facilitators should make every student to learn and study this Bridge course as per
day wise plan.
8. Pay attention to the fact that the student will solve each task in a given worksheet on his / her
own, help the students wherever necessary.
9. Research Department, SCERT, Maharashtra, Pune will be conducting Pre and Post test for the
said Bridge Course.
Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!

Instructions for Students
Dear students, due to pandemic, for the last two academic years you continued your
learning and education through online and in various digital modes. This Revised Bridge
Course has been prepared for you with the objective of reviewing the previous year's
syllabus at the beginning of the present academic year and helping you to prepare for the
current year's syllabus.
1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days.
2. The bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in the
previous academic year and to understand the important concepts of the syllabus for the
next class.
3. This bridge course should be studied on a day-to-day basis.
4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You are expected to solve the worksheet on your
own as per the given plan.
5. Seek the help of a teacher, parent or siblings wherever required for solving the worksheet.
6. Seek the help of teachers, parents or siblings to understand the part that is not understood
or seems difficult.
Best wishes to you all for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!
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Day:- 1
1. Title: - Play Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes.
Recite the favourite poem and song.

3. Learning Activity/Experience: Listen to the poem.
Sing the poem with action.
Practice the words in the poem.
e..g. Ladder, slide, merry – go-round, swing, see - saw ,ride, high and low.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher/ Facilitator will present a demo of singing the poem.

5. Practice: Listen and repeat the poem again and again.

6. Extension Activity
Tell your experience of visiting a garden.
Tell the rhyming words oftime ------slide --------fro -------Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: Describe a garden.

Day: - 2
1.

Title: - Look, say and add more

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): Reads aloud group of words with proper pronunciation.

3. Learning Activity/Experience: Tell the names of known objects in the surrounding.
Group the objects and tell their name in English.
Tell names of objects related to the given objects.
Fruits, Vegetables, Colours, School things,
Home things

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher/Facilitator will conduct activities
suggested on pg 3 to practice vocabulary.

5. Practice:Read the words. Try to tell more words.

6. Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: Guessing gameGuess who I am?
1] It’s a fruit, It is red and it has double pp in it.
2] It’s a animal that has a trunk.
3] It’s a home thing. You drink tea with it.
4] It’s a school thing. You write or draw something with it.

Day:- 3
1.Title: - Priya in village- Riya in city
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Read aloud a group of word, short sentences with proper pauses, stress, intonation, pace and
expression.
Read small texts in English silently with comprehension and understand details of English
texts.

3. Learning Activity/Experience: Observe the pictures on page no. 10 & 11
List the objects and tell their names in English.
e.g. pulses, salt, sugar, oil, tea, soap, jaggery, balance, rice etc.
Pronounce the English names correctly.
Grain, oil, salt, sugar, biscuit, soap, jaggery, rice, pulse, cereals, scales
Tell the name of things available in the grocery store at your place.
Follow reading of the lesson.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher will present a demo.

5. Practice: Tell the name of things available in the grocery store at your place.
Shop, grains, cereals, pulse, soap, washing powder, salt, Chilli powder,turmeric powder, sugar, tea
powder.

6. Extension Activity
Visit a grocery store and try to tell the names of things in English.

Day: - 4
1.Title: - Less and more
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listens attentively for various purposes.
Recites poem individually.
Responds appropriately to a chain of instructions.

3. Learning Activity/Experience: Say numbers from 1 to 100
Count numbers with the difference of 10.
Eg. ten less than 20, 30,40,50
ten more than 20,30,40,50

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher will present demo and support learners wherever necessary.

5. Practice:Tell numbers with the difference of 2,5, 10, 20 etc.
6. Parallel Activity
Fill in the blanks. 12 ---- 14 --- 16 ---Write the middle number.
Write the next number.

35 ---37

47, 48, 49 ---

Arrange the given numbers.14 ,12,13,11,10,15
Arrange the numbers. 5, 35, 55, 35, 25, 65

Day: - 5
1. Title:-Days of week
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes.
Recite their own favourite poem and son

3. Learning Activity/Experience: Listen to the poem and repeat it with action.
Tell days of week.
Answer the questions based on calendar.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher should give a demo.

5. Practice: Yesterday was ----------Today is -------Tomorrow will --------

6. Extension Activity:
Observe the calendar page of March 22 at your home and answer the following questions.
How many times can you see Sunday?
How many times can you see Sunday?
What day is it on 25th?
7. Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: Fill in the blanks.
Sunday, -----------, Tuesday, --------, -----------

Day:- 6
1. Title:- Who are you?
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):1] Performs in events such as role plays /skits in the English with appropriate expressions.
2] Reads aloud with appropriate pronunciation and pause

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen and Repeat:1] Fresh green ------- cabbage
2] Juicy crunchy------- carrot
3] Big red -------------tomato
4] Green leafy ---------vegetable
5] White -----------rabbit.
6] Super Duper clever------ fox.
Read with pictures:--I am a white

I am a fresh green

I am a bid red

Listen, repeat and enact:----

I am a juchy crunchy

I am a green leafy

I am a super duper

1] I am a fresh green cabbage.
2] I am a juicy crunchy carrot
3] I am a big red tomato.
4] I am a green leafy vegetable.
5] I am a white rabbit

.6] I am a super duper clever fox.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/ Facilitator will present model reading.

5. Practice:-

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Mouse and Rat
Rat -

I am rocky rat.
Who are you/

Mouse- I am Maggy mouse.
I like rat
Rat-

Nooooo. [runs….]

Evaluation: --Observe the picture and tell the sentence.

Day:- 7
1 Title:- Can you?
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Sing songs, Recite poem in English with intonation
Listen attentively for various purpose
Recite their own favourite poem and song

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Repeat lines and enact.
1] Hop like a rabbit.
2] Jump like a frog.

3] Fly like a bird.
4] Run like a dog.
5] Walk like a duck.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher will present model reading.

5. Practice:Complete the following lines.
1] Hop like a ----2] Jump like a -----3] Walk like a ------4] Run like a -------

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Listen and enact
1] Sing like a cuckoo.
2]Jump like a monkey.
3] Wake up like an owl
4] Sway like a tree.
5] Eat like a squirrel.
6]Work like an ant.
7] Roar like a lion.

Day:- 8
1. Title:- Strings Actions
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Responds appropriately to a chain of instructions, requests
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Practice pronunciation of these action words.
Understand the action words by acting.
Practice more action words.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:Practice the action words and their pronunciation.
Washing hands, closing the door

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Construct your own sentences.
e.g. A dog is eating Bhakri.
A Cat is drinking milk.
Babaiswashing a cow.
Aai is cooking khichadi.
Underline the action words.
1] Neha is closing the door.
2] Ram is laughing.
3] Rahim is climbing a tree.
4] Baby is sleeping on the bed.
5] Geeta is dancing on the stage

Day:- 9
1. Title:- Let’s speak
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Use prepositions in speech and writing.
Infer the meaning of familiar and unfamiliar word from the context.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look, listen, and repeat.
Near the door
Under the mat
On the play ground
Near the table
Under the chair
an eraser, a marble, a clip, a stone, an ear ring

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:Ram- I found this bookunder the bench.
Is it yours?
Rahim – No, it’s not mine.
Thank you.
Use other words instead of book.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Use these words in day-to-day conversation.
e.g. Near the door
On the play ground
Near the table
Under the chair

Day:- 10
1. Title:-Reading Of Action Words
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purpose.
Read a small text in English silently with comprehension and understand the details of English text

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen and read the action words.

1. blow

2. clean

3. cut

4. break

5. give

6. fold

7. push

8. eat

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:● Pupils will read the words and understand the meaning with the help of pictures.

5. Practice:● Students will practice reading the words

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:● Students use action words while speaking short sentences.
● Students find out the action words in textbook.

Day:-11
1.Title:- Word Mountain..
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads aloud groups of words, short sentences with proper pauses, stress, intonation, pace and
expression.
Reads aloud group of words through mountain of words

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learning Activity:
1. Match the pairs
a) a cat

b) a pot

c) a mat

d) a cub

e) a bin

2. Read the following paragraph.
A cat
A fat cat

A fat caton a mat

3. Read the word mountain.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:Read aloud
e.g.:A cat
A fat cat
A fat cat on a mat

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:1. Read the following.
1. A rat
A fat rat
A fat rat on the mat
2. A hat
A hat on the rat

3. A pot
A big pot
A big pot on a cot
4. A pen
A red pen
A red pen on a mat
2. Find words from the textbook and create in your own words

Day:- 12
1. Title:- A little seed
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes like Listen and repeat and sing with actions.
Listen attentively for various purposes like Listen carefully and tell rhyming word.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-

Listen carefully and tell a rhyming word.
* seed * sow * pot * wish * that * sun * shower * while

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

https://diksha.gov.in/dial/RJWEUY

5. Practice:Sing the song with actions.
Tell rhyming words.
*seed - need,feed,speed,deep.
*sow- now,how,bow,cow.
*pot - not,got,lot,hot.
*wish – fish,dish
*that - at,cat,bat,rat.
*sun – gun,run,son,one.
*shower – power,hour,tower,flower
*while – smile,style,file,mile.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Tell rhyming words.
जसे :
Bat- cat,sat
Hat-cat,mat
Name-game,same
Cup- up,sup

Day:- 13
1. Title:- Gently-hard, Quickly-slowly
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Listens attentively and act.
● Responds appropriately to a chain of instructions, requests etc.
● Identifies opposites.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learn the use of Gently- hard, Quickly- slowly

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:

Day:- 14
1. Title:- Alphabet
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Reads aloud names of the alphabet
● Reads the names of alphabet through flash card

3. Learning Activity/Experience:● Read the letters on the flash cards (single flash card of only one alphabet appears on screen.)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWBXYZ
2 ) Learning activity
● Complete the letters of the alphabet on the flashboard
A B C D E _ G H I J _ L M N O P _ Q R S _ U V W_ Y Z

4.Solved Activity/ Demo:Show a card of any letter of the alphabet. Identify the letter.
Show all the letters one by one and ask their names

5. Practice:Show the cards to pupils and tell them to read them.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Ask students to say the specific letters of the alphabet after certain letters
● Parallel activity –
Tell the names of the alphabets to your friends

Day:- 15
1. Title:- Action Song
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes
Recites the favourite poems and songs individually, in groups and in pairs with action.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen, Repeat, and read.
abcdefg
Come on Sonu, read with me.
hijklmn
Count the books. We have ten.
opqrstu
I am reading, so are you.
v and w x y z
Give me the books you have read.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:● Students sing action song

5. Practice:● Students watch the video of action song and sing it individually.
● Students solve the exercise of poem.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:● Students sing the action song and watch some more videos of songs
Parallel activity –
● Students watch some more videos of the songs and and sing them

Day:- 16
1. Title:- Sentences Using Pictures
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Read aloud group of words, short sentences, with proper pauses, stress, intonation, pace and
expression.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Find the name of pictures and read the whole sentences.

1. Peel the banana.

2. Put the peel in a dustbin
3.

Cut the banana in to pieces.

4. Put the pieces into a bowl
5. Add a spoonful of sugar.
6. Pour some milk on it.

7.
8.

Stir it with the spoon.
Eat it up.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:● Ask the pupils to name the picture and read the whole sentence

5. Practice:● Students will practice reading the sentences.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

● Students will try to read short sentences
● Students read the charts and posters.

Day:- 17
1. Title:-Action Song (Three Little Kittens)
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):1.Listen attentively for various purpose.
2. Recites the favourite poems and songs individually, in groups and in pairs with action.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-Listen and repeat.
Three little kittens
Lost their mittens,.
And they began to cry,
Kittens: Oh mother dear,
We very much fear,
We have lost our mittens! Oh my!
The cat : You naughty kittens,
Lost your mittens,
Then you shall have no pie.
Kittens : Mioow, mioow, mioow
The cat : No you shall have no pie.
Kittens : Mioow, mioow, mioow

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Students sings action songs.

5. Practice:Students watch more videos and understand the meaning of songs

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Students sing action song and watch more videos of songs.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31223374578769920021301?referrer=utm_source%3Dmobil
e%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content

Day:- 18
1. Title:- Capital Letters 1
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes.
Reads and understands English from the surroundings.
Writes all letters correctly and proportionately.
Thinks of words quickly related to a given word or picture.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:See the pictures and match their pairs.

Look, listen, read the letters.
Use different letters and pictures for practice.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-

5. Practice:Use the new pictures instead of given pictures and practice the capital letters. Teacher uses
maximum pictures/objects from surroundingfor practice.
( F, l, L,f.)

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:See the pictures and letters and match the pairs.

Practice guessing the words with your parents, brother, sister, and friends by using new pictures.

Day:- 19
1. Title:-Action Words
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen attentively for various purposes.
Tell the words related to a given word or picture.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen and repeat the words
Do the action after your teacher/facilitator.
Blow,break,buy,call,catch,clean,climb,close,cook,count,cut,drop,drive,eat,fill,find,
finish,fold,get,give,grow,help,hold,lift,make,move,open, paint, peel, pick, pull, push, put, read,
ride, rub, sell, shake, share, show, smell, start, top, take, throw, wash, wipe, write.
Name the following pictures.

............... ..............

............

............

..............

...................

............ ..............

...............

.............

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-

5. Practice:Match the following pictures and action words.

Group “A”

Group “B”

Drive

Catch

Climb

Open

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
1. Listen the words carefully and do the action accordingly.
1) close

4) smell

2) fold

5) peel

3) pull

6) shake

Day:-20
1. Title:-Weather Words
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Guesses the meaning of words and phrases from the context.
Describe things, pictures, events, and festivals, etc. using simple and short sentences.
Reads and understands English from surroundings.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:1. Look at the picture and describe the weather.

2. What does doggie say?

It is hot

It is cold.

It is raining

It is nice and warm

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher shows the picture and ask questions.
How is the weather in this picture?

5. Practice:1. Match the pairs.

It is cold.

It is hot.

.

It is windy.

It is windy.

It is raining.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:1. Look at the picture and describe the picture.

Day:-21
1. Title:-Map
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Read and understand chart, maps and tables.
● Identify various marks, symbols from map.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Draw a map of your school and mark the places like classroom, office, ground, toilet,
kitchen, and library.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:-

Draw a map of your colony or ward with mark and symbols.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:1) Write your address
2) Write your friend address with specific marks.

Day:- 22
1. Title:-Making Words
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Guess the meaning of words and phrases from the content.
● Make new meaningful words

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-Make new words from the given words by using
alphabets.
1) Kitchen

1………...
2………..
3………..

4………….
5………….
6………….

2) Vegetable

1………...
2………..
3………..

4…………
5………..
6…………

2)

Teacher
2…………..

1……………
4……………..
5……………

3………..

6…………

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:Making new words by changing first letter.

1)
2)
3)

Cat - ….at
Man - ….an
Sure - …..ure

4) Table - ……able
5) Grow - ……row
6) Hen - ……..en

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Making words by given ending letters
( ad, ap, ag, at, am, )
1)

C …………

4) B…………

2)

M…………

5) P…………

3)

FL………….

6) J…………

Day:-23
1. Title:-Spelling Fun
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Recites favourite poems and songs individually, in groups, and pairs with actions.
● Reads aloud groups of words, short sentences with proper pauses, stress, intonation, pace,
and expression.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:⮚
⮚
⮚

Listen, repeat and sing.
Listen carefully, spell the word and write it on the board.
Head, Hand, Good, Home, Book
Make your own spelling fun song and sing it.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:● Listen to the words carefully and write them in your notebook.
● Use letter cards to arrange them correctly.
1. Name [ a-m-n-e] =
2. Day [y-a-d] =
3. Play [ y-a-l-p] =
4. Nose [ o-e-n-s] =

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:

Write your family member’s name in your notebook and spell it.
Eg. SAMIR ( समीर ) S-A-M-I-R



Practice spell fun games with your parents, brother, sister, and friends.

Day:- 24
1. Title:-Prepositions
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Uses a variety of nouns, pronouns, andprepositions.
● Use proper prepositions in writing and conversation.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look at the pictures and tell where the ball is?
Where is the ball?
( In, On, Behind, Between, Above, Under. )

1)

2)
........................ the box

3)

........................ the box

4)

........................ the box

........................ the box

5) 6)

........................ the box

........................ the box

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:-

1)

Between

2)

On

3)

Behind

4)

Under

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:● Look the pictures and read aloud with proper prepositions.

Day:- 25
1. Title:- Let’s Speak
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):●
●
●
●

Responds appropriately to a chain of instructions, requests, etc.
Participates in conversation and speaks briefly about familiar topics.
Make simple inquiries and polite requests.
Reads and understands English from the surroundings

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Read the dialogue aloud and practice them.
Use picture cards from the book and practice the dialogue.
Use different objects and practice the dialogue.

⮚
⮚
⮚

Eg.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:

Use the new objects instead of given objects and practice the dialogue. Teacher uses
maximum objects from surrounding for practice.

Eg.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:●

Students practice the given dailogue in pairs.
Eg. A: Have you got a green pen?
B: Yes I have.
A: Can you give it to me, please?

B: Sure. Here it is.
● Practice conversation with your parents, brother, sister, and friends by replacing the bold
letters with given objects.

Day:- 26
1.Title:- Matching parts
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):⮚
⮚
⮚
⮚

Participates in conversation and speak briefly about familiar topics.
Describes things, pictures, events and festivals, etc. using simple short sentences.
Reads and understands English from the surroundings.
Thinks of words quickly related to a given word or picture.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:⮚

Observe the pictures and match the pairs.

1.

a) Swimming

2.

b) Running

3.

c) Climbing

4.

d) Walking

5.

e) Horsing

4.Practice:Provide students with around 50 picture cards and ask them to classify into groups.

5.Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:⮚

Match the Pairs.

1.
2.

3.

(EAR)
(EYES)

(NOSE)

a) Testing
b) Smelling

c) Hearing

4.

( TONGUE)

d) Feeling

5.

(SKIN)

f) Seeing

Day:-27
1. Title:-Rhyming Words
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):1. To read aloud words with proper pauses, stress, and intonation.
2. To identify the words having similar pronunciation.
3.To make the pairs of rhyming words. To enlist the word pairs of rhyming categories.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:

A) Fill in the blanks using the following words. (Doll, Hat, Can)
1) Mat - ……….
2) Pan - ……….
3) Ball - ...………
B) Read the following sentences and make pairs of rhyming words.
1) I saw a cat sitting on a mat. -

……………..

2) Mummy gave me a ball and a doll. -

…………..

3) Shopkeeper is selling can and pan -

………….

C) Match the pairs.
Group 'A'

Group ' B'

1) Pot

I) Soon

2)Net

II) Cot

3)Moon

III) Set

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Complete the sentences using proper rhyming words given in the brackets.
Example : A cat is sitting on a ….. (bed, chair, mat)
A cat is sitting on a mat.
A) I want to sell my golden ……. . (rope,bell,ball)
B) My mother bake a …….for me. (bread, cake, dosa)

5. Practice:A) Read the following rhyming word pairs.
Carrot - Parrot
1. Nurse - Purse
2. Flat - Hat

3. Jogs - Logs
4. Rose - Toes
5. Can - Van
B) Read the following sentences aloud about rhyming words.
1) The king gave me a ring.
2) I had sand in my hand.
3) The cat chased the bat.
4) Mom will bake a cake.
5) The mouse is in the house.
C) Practice the more rhyming words, sentences as given above with your study friend.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:A) Encircle the word on each row that rhymes with the word on the left.
( येकओळीतीलडा याबाजू याश दासार याउ चारा यादसु याश दालागोलकरा.)
1) Great :

Life - Plate - Wonder .

2) Speak :

Girl - Leak - Draw .

3) Sell

:

Cell - Look - Bin .

4) Bear :

Pot - Man - Share.

B) Find rhyming words from the textbook and create your own sentence using such words.
Parallel Activity :A) Give × sign to wrong rhyming pair. And give √ sign to correct rhyming pairs.
1) Star - Car

……

2) Lamp -Jar

..…...

3) Pan - Can

…….

4) Dog - Cow

…….

5) Rain - Train

……..

Day:-28
1. Title:- Faces and Feelings
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):1.Describe pictures, things using simple and short sentences.
2.Take part and enjoy the games in English with appropriate expressions.
3.Read aloud groups of words, short sentences with proper intonation and expression.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:1. Introduction of emotions and emoticons.

- Happy,

-Scared,

-Sad,

-Tired,

-Angry,

-Proud,

-Sleepy

-Shy.

2. Read the following sentences.
1-I am happy .

2- I am sad.

3- I am tired.

4- I am sleepy.

5-I am scared.

6-I am angry.

7-I feel proud.

8- I feel shy.

3. Match the pair.

I)

1. I am scared

Ii)

2. I am tired

III)

3. I feel sleepy

IV)

4. I feel shy

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-

Teacher/Facilitator will present a demo/model.

5. Practice:Identify the feelings in the given picture and write down in sentences.

e.g. -

- I feel shy.

1-

---------------------

2-

---------------------

3-

--------------------

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:1. Encircle the correct option.

2. I am tired. --- a)

b)

3. I am happy --- a)

b)

4. I feel proud --

b)

a)

Day:-29
1. Title:- Let’s speak
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):● Listen attentively for various purposes.
● Understand and use simple English sentences.
● Make and read sentences using alternative words.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:1.Listen to the recording of dialogues using a smartphone.
2.If a student doesn't have a smartphone then the study fried will show model reading.

3.Make new sentences using alternative words and read them.
Priya : Hello, Sneha ! How are you?
Sneha : I am fine. Thank you.
Priya : Where are you going Sneha? Are you going to school ?
Sneha : No, I am going….. to the bakery./to the shop/to the hotel /to the garden.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Read the following dialogues using alternative words.
Ajay : Will you come with me to market today ? tonight?

/tomorrow ?

Vijay : Yes sure, But at what time?
Ajay :At 6 in the evening. At 6 o' clock At 7 O' clock

5. Practice:1.Practice the above dialogues with your friends.
2.Complete the meaningful sentences using pictures.
Example : Today , we are going to visit the school.

the school

the jungle

the zoo.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:A)Read the following dialogues using alternative words.

the library.

Ganesh : We are going to visit the garden. /the zoo. /

the farm.

Radhika : When are you going to visit ?
Ganesh : We are going to visit today / tomorrow / tonight / on Sunday.

Day:-30
1. Title:- My Family
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):1. Read a group of words aloud.
2. Guess the meaning of words and phrases from the context.
3. Identifies and uses vocabulary related to relatives.

3.Learning Activity/Experience:
1. Family photo/ album: Introduce family members to students.
2. Listen and read.
A) Look, listen and repeat. (Introduce family members as mentioned in instructions.)

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-

Circle the correct option.

5. Practice:1. Circle the correct option.

6.Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:● Use the phrases from this activity to introduce your friend's relatives.

